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ENGINEERING
DEPARTMENT

Valmecas has an specialized team
of engineers focused on machinie
design and special tools. We work
hard to acomplish the dimensional
and fi nish requirements asked by
our clients.
Engineering will examine the
machining place, dimensional and
geometric requirements and the
finish requirements in order to
design a machine capable to
acomplish all those requirements
asked by our cleint.

EXCELENCE AS
A CORE VALUE

Our engineering department
seeks the maximum
excellence in the design of
the machinery, giving it the
maximum precision and
robustness possible, in
order to ensure the best
finish and precision for the
work.

IN-SITU MACHINERY PROJECTS

IN-SITU MILLING MACHINE 2000 MM LENGTH
Faced with the need for machining of a size close to 2000 mm in length and a thigh
dimensional tolerance, Valmecas designed and manufactured a milling machine with an
extendable arm up to 500 mm and a length of 2000 mm. This milling machine provided
rigidity and precision necessary for the realization and obtaining of the dimensional
precision and surface finishes required..

BORING MACHINE 600 MM OFFSET
Faced with the need to drill with tight tolerances and surface finishes, a boring
machine was designed and manufactured that includes a complete CNC numerical
control to achieve maximum precision in each of its jobs.

IN-SITU
MACHINING
DEPARTMENT

One of the great strengths of our
human team is the realization of
complex and demanding machining
on-site.
The on-site machining
department, together with the
engineering department, works
together to meet the customer's
machining requirements.
This machining team is made up of
specialists in on-site machining
and with vast experience in the
sector.

EFFICIENCY
AND
PRECISION
Valmecas in-situ machining
equipment is characterized
by great efficiency in time
and resources without
sacrificing the precision
and care required for
these important jobs.
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IN-SITU
MACHINING
DEPARTMENT

On site machining of the bearings in
a 90 tons shaft.in Bayona, France.
The dimensional and finish
requirements were H7 and 0,8 Ra.

Finally we reduced the Ra to
0,635 µm, achieving the dimensional
requirement of H7 too.
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IN-SITU MACHINING

PIPE-MOUTH MACHINING

RTJ MACHINING

Machining of a mouth of a pipe through the
use of an external clamping lathe with
1600 mm diameter and pneumatic drive in
order to restore the sealing capacity.

By using a 800 mm diameter external
clamping lathe, it was possible to achieve
the high machining demands required by
RTJ sealing flanges.

MACHINING OF A HEAT EXCHANGER

MACHINING OF MOTOR BENCH

Machining both the exterior and the
interior of an exchanger with the 800 mm
external clamping lathe. This type of
machining requires very high precision to
achieve sealing.

By using the 2000 mm in-situ milling
machine, a bench was machined and
planned, with the demands that this
entails for an important company in the
Oil-Gas sector.

VALVE
DEPARTMENT

The valve repair team is made up
of great specialists in the sector,
having extensive experience in
large companies in the Oil & Gas
sector and in areas with great
control and demand in their repair.
In addition, together with the
engineering team, it is possible to
study what type of valves
correspond or would work best in
each specific case.

SECURITY
AND TRUST

Valmecas is backed by large
companies in the valve
sector such as Comeval,
Spirax Sarco and Klinger.
Certification as an official
Velan valve repairer has
recently been obtained.

VALVES AND REPAIRMENT

DIGITAL TEST BENCH

CONTROL DATABASE

Valmecas has a completely digitized
pneumatic and hydraulic test bench
allowing any type of test to be carried
out, recording its correct operation.

Valmecas also offers access and
registration of the valves in a database,
being able to offer a complete report of
the valve status and access it at any
time and place.

INTERN REPAIRMENTS

TOOL MANUFACTURING

We have the facilities and materials
necessary to repair the internals if
possible and obtain the spare parts in
case of damage to them.

Valmecas has the ability to design and
manufacture tools such as portable
lapping machines so that the perfect
repair of the valves is achieved.

AUDITS AND
STEAM TRAPS

Valmecas has a specific database
system for the audit of steam
traps.
Through the use of thermal
imaging cameras and geolocation
systems, an audit of the area to
be chosen by the plant is carried
out.
This audit yields data such as the
losses in tons of steam and their
respective costs.
The change and replacement of
the respective steam traps will be
planned.

MONITORING AND
GEOLOCATION

The strict auditing system
carried out on the steam
traps allows full monitoring
and control over their
position and status.

STEAM TRAPS

STEAM TRAP GEOLOCATION
Mediante un sistema de GPS se puede
realizar un seguimiento exacto de la
ubicación del purgador, de forma que en
caso de cambio se accede rapidamente a el
mismo.

STEAM TRAPS AUDIT
By
means
of
geolocation
and
thermographic photography, an audit of
the status of the steam traps can be
carried out and a plan to change the
damaged steam traps can be made.

THERMOGRAPHIC PHOTOGRAPHY
In order to see the current status of the
trap in a reliable way, thermal imaging
cameras are used. In this way you can see
if it is working correctly or is obstructed.

PREVENTIVE OF STEAM TRAPS
The Valmecas team has specialists in
the Oil-Gas sector, so that the change
and replacement of all the traps in
poor condition will be carried out.

LEACK
SEALMENT

Valmecas has the knowledge and
training necessary to perform
leak sealing jobs.
Through the use of collars and
injection a seal is achieved that
allows the operability of the
equipment until the next stop in
which the repair is carried out.
With the injection of paste, a
complete filling and sealing of the
leak and the entire contact area
of the collar is achieved.

PRECISION
AND SPEED

The use of workshop cutting
systems, together with
stock of materials and the
use of CNC machinery allows
to offer a short response
period and high precision in
sealing leaks.

LEACK SEALMENT

LOW REACTION TIMES
Using oxyfuel cutting technologies and
CNC milling for the collars, low leakage
sealing times are achieved.

SPECIALIZED TEAM
The Valmecas team has highly trained
professionals in leak sealing, in addition
to having the support of Petroseal for
the calculation and design of collars.

HIGH COMPLEXITY OF PROFILES
The use of CNC technology allows the
machining of collars with great precision
and non-circular shapes in such a way
that they perfectly fit the sealing area. In
this way a perfect seal is achieved

QUICK SEALING
All the elements set forth above
allow Valmecas to perform effective
and fast leak seals.

DESIGN AND
MANUFACTURE
OF SPECIAL
PARTS
Valmecas also offers the service
for the design, calculation and
manufacture of mechanical
elements such as shafts,
supports and tools for valves.
Adjusting to the spatial and
mechanical needs offered by the
client, engineering designs the
element and the manufacturing
workshop manufactures it
according to strict tolerances
through the use of CNC machining
centers and semi-control lathes.

HIGH DEMAND

All designs and manufactured
elements are subjected to
exhaustive manufacturing
controls.
In this way, the necessary
tolerances are achieved to
satisfy the high demands of
our customers.

PIECE AND SPECIAL ELEMENTS

CHANGE OF VALVE ACTUATION

PNEUMATIC PISTON

A set was designed and manufactured
that allowed a valve that could only be
operated by means of the mechanical rise
of the spindle by means of a handwheel.

Valmecas carried out the calculation,
design and manufacture of a hydraulic
piston according to dimensional, force and
pressure requirements offered by the
client.

MACHINING OF LOAD ELEMENTS

SPECIAL CNC MACHINING

machined bronze bushings nailed to
heavy duty pulleys. It required the
machining of a special bronze and great
precision and manufacturing tolerance.

By having a 4-axis CNC machining center,
Valmecas has the ability to perform
complex machining of special and unique
parts.

QUALITY POLITICS
VALMECAS S.L. is a company concerned with the quality of the services
it provides based on customer service and their main needs.
Due to the characteristics of the personalized work of machining parts
and repairing valves that VALMECAS S.L. The company supports the
quality of its services with specialized attention to each of its jobs,
and the use of the necessary machinery in each case.
For this, the company has a highly qualified human team, a good work
environment and a wide range of specialized machinery in permanent
evolution, to offer our clients a commitment to continuous improvement
in all our services and activities.
For the maintenance and improvement of these commitments, the company
has implemented a quality system according to the ISO 9001: 2015
standard and is committed to maintaining the system as well as meeting
its requirements in order to provide a reference framework and
establish and review the objectives. quality.
The management of the company undertakes to carry out an annual study
of the context and the interested parties of the company, as well as to
determine all those risks and opportunities that affect it, in order to
determine the current situation of the company.
To ensure the commitments made by the company, and guarantee its
clients the highest quality in all its services, a program of
objectives will be established annually that allows continuous
improvement at all levels of the company.
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